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For a Friend on the Atlantic Coast Who Has Not Written
Back After Four Letters
by Charles Rafferty
— for R.S.
The world is like this, isn’t it? The outer
satellite of any system is the one
most likely to join another. Sometimes
moons get tugged from their orbits
or electrons add up to make a metal deadly.
Sometimes, like tonight, a man decides
the bar on his block is better than the one downtown.
Let this be the permission you didn’t have
to ask for. I can only hope you’ll think of me,
though, when the tide is high and stormy.
Believe it is breaking across your beach— 
its hurricane fence and panic grass— 
to touch the lakes and the landlocked seas, 
parts of a whole divided by mere geography.
I’ll finish this bottle for both of us. By no choice 
of my own, I am becoming a scholar 
of the physics of loss, the calculus of finding 
time to write, the immutable laws 
that govern the necessity of touch.
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